
The most e�ective and intellectual 
way to improve your vocabulary. 

Regardless of your age or education level, Eng Scholar will 

assist you to master the words that are important for 

academic and professional success

Eng Scholar’s well-strategized learning modules help users build their vocabulary for general usage of the English 

language in the o�ce environment and in educational institutions. 

Furthermore, they cater to exams like SAT, GMAT, GRE, TOEFL, and TOEIC, which demand excellence in English 

vocabulary and serve as stepping-stones to a successful career for many students. Eng Scholar is designed to guide 

learners toward realizing their professional or scholarly aspirations and achieving excellent communication skills 

without having to fall back on unwieldy and bulky vocabulary-learning books.
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How is Eng Scholar di�erent ?How is Eng Scholar di�erent ?

Eng Scholar is based on Dr Sebestian Leitner’s 'card boxes' approach, which 

ensures retention without being dull and boring. In simple terms, a user is 

presented with speci�c lots of unseen words and then the words reappear 

at increasingly greater time intervals to test retention. The user is expected 

to recognize each word at varying time intervals, and successful recognition 

moves the word to the next box.

How Eng Scholar works



Progress Chart

A typical forgetting curve shows that our newly acquired knowledge and memories are halved 

within few days or weeks unless the information is reviewed or re-presented. The more we review it, 

the stronger we make the memory and the longer we can remember it. When exposed to the same 

material repeatedly, it takes less time to pull the information from your long-term memory.

The following formula helps explain the forgetting curve, which was first devised by 19th-century 

psychologist Hermann Ebbinghaus:

With these time-tested concepts, Eng Scholar focuses on 
vocabulary enhancement through contextual recognition, 
where tests are arranged in various combinations to enhance 
the understanding of word usage. A user of Eng Scholar can 
expect to master close to a thousand words through the learn-
ing cycle. The methodology ensures full and complete reten-
tion of words at the successful completion of a course.

With its four di�erent levels of vocabulary packages, Eng Scholar has all potential users cov-

ered: scholars, academicians, teachers, professionals, and the laity. All stand to gain 

immensely only by devoting few minutes to Eng Scholar. For all users, Eng Scholar analyzes 

speci�c needs and develops a personalized learning course that focuses on the most essen-

tial words they need to master.

If unsuccessful, the word is sent back to the �rst stage (box). Initially, the method was used to help 

students master vocabulary �ashcards. Since then, it has emerged as a powerful retention tool for 

both teachers and students, enabling the latter to develop �uency in both speaking and writing. 

Forgetting curve Review to remember



Eng Scholar’s well-strategized learning modules help users build their vocabulary for general usage of the English 

language in the o�ce environment and in educational institutions. Furthermore, they cater to exams like GRE, 

TOEFL, and TOEIC, which demand excellence in English vocabulary and serve as stepping-stones to a successful 

career for many students. Eng Scholar is designed to guide learners toward realizing their professional or scholarly 

aspirations and achieving excellent communication skills without having to fall back on unwieldy and bulky vocab-

ulary-learning books.

Eng Scholar Online Interface

• Learn through play
• Focus on vocabulary enhancement
• Thousands of carefully selected words
• Tailored for different age groups
• Few minutes…steady gains!
• Measurable: Watch your vocabulary grow as you learn
• Compete with your friends and peers, the fun way!
• Acquire a strong vocabulary to have a professional edge in your office, or prepare for   
  your career with a strong vocabulary

Get the Eng Scholar advantage
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My Words
This page  enables users to view all information 

about  their  test schedule.  It records the words 

learned  by  the  user,  including   correct  words, 

wrong words, total words attained in tests, total 

time   taken,   and   references  for     Eng Scholar 

dictionary.

Test Report & Progress
This page helps users check their results visual-

ly. All information regarding test speed, test 

progress and percentage of correct answers 

are available at a glance. Graphs and charts 

illustrate the improvements in their vocabu-

lary command.

Dictionary
The dictionary will help you improve your 

vocabulary learning skills through its rich collec-

tion of words and synonyms.

Dashboard
On this page, users can check their day-to-day 

activities. The Dashboard enables users to track 

all  their  information  such  as  My Words,  Test 

Report & Progress, and Dictionary with a single 

click.

Dedicated website

Contact Us:

ENG SCHOLAR  http://engscholar .com/

Reseapro Scienti�c Services (P) Ltd. http://www.r e s e a p r o . c o m

*ENG SCHOLAR is a dedicated website accessible worldwide. It is managed by www.reseapro.com

2nd Floor, Plot No: 516/1767/ 3241, KIIT Road, Patia, Bhubaneswar- 751024, Odisha, India
TEL: +91-674-319-1919, +91-904-000-5445   Mail: support@manuscriptedit.com
Please e-mail us for related queries as well.

ENG SCHOLAR

Sign up for a 10-day Trial

Earn While you learn : *Upgradable to next pack from your present pack , N.B. Minimum order value is 3 months.
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